An Olde School Langevin Mixer
Rick Chinn – Uneeda Audio
This is a classic mixer with fixed gain blocks, slidewire faders, passive mixing networks, passive
equalizers, etc. EVERYTHING IS PATCHED. THERE ARE NO NORMALS. No patch cords,
no audio. Call it job security. The patching, etc. IS the mixer's block diagram, engraved right into
the front panel. If you’re not comfortable with signal flow concepts, then this might be quite
daunting. The signal path is completely minimalist.

The origins of the design are straight out of the Langevin catalog, but the notion of putting the
one-line block diagram on the panel came from Paul Veneklasen, who was an olde-school
acoustician down in Santa Monica CA. He designed several auditoriums with sound systems
here in Seattle, and his systems always took the form of multiple panels, with the block diagram
engraved on them, so that anyone (knowledgeable) stepping up could figure out how things were
connected. Glenn White Jr. worked with Veneklasen on these projects and he did the acoustics
for Kearney's new studio on 5th Avenue in Seattle, and designed and built this console to go with
it.
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The faders are Langevins, as are the equalizers and rotary attenuators, and (of course) the 21
AM-16 amplifiers. Connections that would usually be wired/patched together are located next to
each other, but they must be physically patched in order to be connected. EVERYTHING is 600ohms input and output (sorta).

Overview
Originally the studio was 3-track, and that's the form that the mixer takes. There was originally
no monitor section because each tape track had its own monitor speaker. After an 8-track
machine was added, an outboard 8x2 mixer created an 8x2 mix for the monitors.
•

There are 3 5-input mixers - These typically went to tape.

•

There are 3 3-input mixers - These typically went to echo chambers (live chambers
originally), but might also be pressed into service for cue mixes, or to enlarge one of the
5-input mixers.

•

You patch the graphic EQs (2) in where needed

•

You patch the program EQs (3) in where needed

•

You patch the high pass filters (2) where needed

•

You patch the lowpass filters (2) where needed

•

You patch the VU meters (5) where needed.

•

There is a !single! panpot that could be patched in as required.
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The picture above shows the console configured for use. Perhaps now you can get a feel for how
this is used and what is meant by the one-line diagram being the panel of the mixer.

Microphone Inputs / Track mixers

As noted before, there are three 5x1 track mixers (called track mixers because they usually fed a
tape track). In the picture, you can see inputs 9-12. There are 4 XLR connectors (yes, they’re
males) that are the microphone inputs. The TT phone jack is a 600-ohm input into the preamp.
Each preamp is a Langevin AM-16 amplifier. These amplifiers are wired for 150-ohms in, 150ohms out. They're wired 150-ohms in because that's what microphones need to see. They're
wired 150-ohms output because these amps don't really care what they're driving, and wiring for
150R (150-ohms) lets you drive up to four loads (faders, equalizers, etc. Remember that all
faders are 600-ohm input, so 4 of these patched together (in parallel) turns into 150R. The
amplifiers aren’t particular about driving a higher load impedance, so in general, you don’t need
to think about this.
After the preamp (the triangle), you can see a row of 3 jacks. These represent the output of the
preamp. The line between them says that they are paralleled (multed). A patch from one of these
jacks across to a fader input delivers that preamp's signal to that fader. Usually, these are patched
straight across, 1 thru 12. The fader input also has a mult jack, which might be used to send the
signal elsewhere, or for testing (since there is no solo system, you might need to patch to the
input of a fader to confirm that there is a signal there).
There are 3 5-input mixers in this unit. The
thought was 4 inputs, one echo return. If you
look at image 4851, you can see these three
mixers (5 blue knobs, a yellow knob, and a
green knob.
The 5 blue knobs are the 5 inputs, the yellow
knob is the monitor level of that channel
(control room monitor), and the green knob is
the master level of that channel (goes to tape).
Repeat this two more times.
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An unusual feature of this mixer arises because everything is passive. Look at the photo of the
5x1 mixer block. Note that the master fader is after the mix bus, but there are no electronics
between them. This is an example of a mixer where you can pull the master fader down if the
mix amp is overloading and have it do something. Another potentially useful wrinkle is being
able to patch 2 (or more) mixers together without consuming an input. Since everything is
passive, you can simply jump the outputs of two mixers together before they are sent to the
AM16 mix booster. Yes, you may lose some level, but it will work and the electronics won’t
complain. Looking at this another way, if the input faders are set at –15, the master fader at –15,
then that’s 30 dB of loss. A 5-input mix network has a loss of 14dB, so that’s 44dB, which just
about equals the 45dB gain of the AM-16 amplifiers.

Echo Mixers
There are 3 three-input echo mixers (white knobs).
Originally there were 3 echo chambers and one of
these mixers fed each chamber. Since everything is
patched, these mixers also got used for cue mixes, etc.
In the picture below, you can see this layout. The
three-input mixer is at the left, and it usually fed a
power amplifier (triangle symbol with W) that drove
a speaker in the chamber. The left of the two XLRs
was the output of the microphone in the chamber, and
the right XLR was the mic input into the AM-16 that brought it back to line level. So, each echo
chamber could have 3 inputs sent to it. Those three faders are the ones with the white knobs.
There are three of these mixers. The patch from that amplifier to the speaker was at speaker
level, but with the live chambers still at the 5th avenue location, and the mixer long removed
from that, Kearney went to some sort of electronic reverb; MicMix springs, I think. There's no
concept of a post fader echo send unless it's post fader signal of the whole mix.
In use, you create the equivalent of a prefader
send by multing the signal at the top of a
fader, sending it to one of the 3x1 mixers, and
then out to the chamber. The chamber returns
to an AM-16, which is then patched to the
echo return fader input of the 5x1 mixer.
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In another example, you have a group of
vocals up and you want to verb the entire
mix, so it follows whatever the dry mix
is. Vocals are patched to the 5x1 mixer,
then brought back to line level with an
AM-16. you mult the output of the AM16 and send it to the chamber, then the
chamber return goes to one input of a
3x1 mixer, and the output of the dry mix
AM-16 goes to the other input of the 3x1
mixer. The output of the 3x1 mixer
might be hot enough to be line level
without any makeup gain, otherwise you
need another AM-16 here.

Equalization
There are 6 black knobs visible, in the
block marked "Equalizers." All of the
equalizers in the board are passive,
meaning that they have insertion loss
that must be made up somehow. They
must also be terminated (loaded) in
600R. Each of the black knobs is a
variable attenuator that lets you add
additional insertion loss in the equalizer
path. The attenuator also provides the
proper load (termination) for the equalizer.
The graphic equalizers are type EQ252. Each has seven bands and 16dB of insertion loss. The
program equalizers are type EQ251 two-band units with 14dB of insertion loss. They are
basically bass and treble controls, with the notable exception that the treble boost curves are bellshaped and tunable. Refer to the Langevin data sheets for more information.
Starting at the top, in the small squares in the line leading to the rotary attenuator, they are
marked (in order) prog 1, high pass 1, graphic 1, prog 2, lowpass 1, high pass 2, prog 3, graphic
2 lowpass 2. Each program equalizer and each graphic equalizer has its own rotary attenuator.
The highpass and lowpass filters have zero insertion loss within their passbands.
As you can see, the signal path didn't usually include equalization on every input, although with
some repatching, it was sort-of possible. Also within the Equalizer block, you can see the jacks
leading to the high pass and low pass filters. The 2nd square beneath Prog 1 goes to high pass 1,
and coming out of that box is a line with an arrow... that continues at the arrow on the output side
of the box. In reality, then, there are only 5 equalizers of two different types, and 2 high pass
filters and 2 low pass filters. But since these are not dedicated to any one spot in the signal path,
they get patched in where needed. You can't be completely brainless about this, as you have to
keep track of signal losses, and then compensate for them using the rotary attenuators and the
AM-16 amplifiers. Note that the high- and low-pass filters have no insertion loss.
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In the picture, locate the green patch cord
near the top, and between the two graphic
equalizers. It's patched from the output of an
AM-16 amp used as a mixer booster
(overcomes the loss of the mixing network),
into the input of Program EQ 1, which is
then patched into graphic eq1, and that is
patched into another AM-16 that overcomes
the loss caused by the two cascaded
equalizers (16 dB for the graphic, 14 dB for
the program EQ). The AM-16's, in this
configuration have 40dB of gain, which
more than overcomes the loss caused by the
two equalizers. In practice, you might add
up to 10dB more loss using one of the rotary
attenuators so you don't run out of headroom
in the AM-16.

Outputs
To the right of the equalizer block are three AM-16 amplifiers which are the equalizer gain
makeup amps. Note that every amplifier has 3 outputs, so that it may be patched to multiple
destinations as required. One of these outputs now patches to the next block of the mixer, the
master fader block. You can see two of them in the photo.. The master is a 3-gang control, and
its output drives the tape machines directly.
The next set of boxes
represents the tape
machines and the feed to
the disc recorder.

Monitors
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Under the VU meters, is the monitor switching. There are provisions for 4 monitors. If you look
carefully, you can see the amplifier triangle pointing to the lower switch. In each monitor block,
the upper switch selects the source, which is one of the two jacks, then there is a level control
(the yellow knob) and then the power amp, and then the lower switch. The top switch typically
did tape out vs tape in switching, and the bottom switch could select control room, both, or
studio speakers.
Finally, go back to the photo showing the 5x1 track mixers. Look at the AM-16s used for mic
preamps. In addition to the XLR input, there's an extra TT input. The XLR input was intended
for microphones, but the TT input is a 600R line input. I need to make some further
measurements to figure out what the gain difference is here. This allows you to use a spare mic
preamp for something else within the mixer. Note that the echo return preamps also follow this
convention.

Loose Ends
You're probably wondering why there are MALE connectors used for INPUTS. There's 3
reasons.
1. Patching goes a bit faster when you don't need to know the gender of the patch cord
end.
2. The male connectors are smaller and can be mounted closer together, facilitating
mounting 12 of them on the face of the panel in a single column.
3. In 1965, the convention of always using females for inputs hadn't quite sunk in yet.
A slightly earlier system (1962) at the Seattle Center opera house (also Veneklasen/White) had
females on both sides of the inputs.
The rotary pot above the panpot (purple knob) replaces the yellow slide fader that is missing. I
don't know where the actual monitor level pot for monitor 4 is located. You can see where the
panel has been modified to accomodate the scully, etc. In the control room now, there are only 2
monitor speakers.
The panpot was an oddity (a luxury, actually) so if it was needed, it was patched into the signal
path somewhere.
The rest of the stuff that I haven't talked about is patching for the scully, some mults, and vu
meter patching. There is a talkback system, but it is external to the mixer. oh yeah... this board is
wired pin 3 hot, not that it really matters.
The 5 VU meters can be patched to any point in the circuit, as required and/or needed.
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Internals
The guts are really pretty simple. Everything is hand-wired, in fairly tidy harnesses. The AM-16
amplifiers are located inside the chassis, more or less under the left-side of the mixer. There are
21 of them (12 mic, 3 echo mic preamp, 3 mix boosters, 3 eq makeup gain).

Mixer, looking from the left-hand
side, to the right. At the bottom of
the picture, is the harness going to
the faders from the input
patching.

Mixer, looking from the right to
the left. Note the AM-16
amplifiers in their tray at the
bottom of the mixer chassis.
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A closer look at the AM-16
amplifiers.

The thing with the waffle-grid
heat sink is the power supply for
the entire console.
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List of Components
1. 21 type AM-16 amplifiers
2. RC612 rack cabinet. Holds 12 AM-16 amplifiers. There are
2 of these.
3. 1 type PS222 Power Supply
4. 3 type EQ251A Program Equalizers
5. 2 type EQ252A Graphic Equalizers
6. 2 type EQ255A Variable High Pass Filter
7. 2 type EQ255B Variable Low Pass Filter
8. 30 single-gang straight-line attenuators (exact model TBD)
9. 1 triple-gang straight-line attenuator .
10. 5 single-gang rotary attenuators
11. 1 straight-line panpot
12. 5 VU meters

Some Trivia
This is the board’s master fader. Look at the engraving, on the top
right. You can see there's a defect in the line.The panel is one giant
piece of aluminum and the markings were engraved into the panel
using a mechanical engraver.
On April 29, 1965, there was a fairly severe (Mag 6.5) earthquake
in/around Seattle. At the time of the earthquake (weekday
morning), I was sitting in class in high school, at the basement level
of an old (1912) stone/concrete school building. The quake felt like
the Jolly Green Giant grabbed the building and shook it. At that
same moment, somewhere else in Seattle, the engraver's cutter head
was at the top right of the outline of the master fader of the console.
That's what caused the bobble in the line right there. They decided
that it was a bit of history and left it. It certainly does establish
when and where this console was made.
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/states/events/1965_04_29.p
hp
http://www.historylink.org/index.cfm?DisplayPage=output.cfm&Fi
le_Id=1986
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MASTER
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5X1 MONO / TRACK MIXER
There are 3 of these in the unit.
Inputs 1-4 are typically mics, input 5 is
typically the echo return.
Mic inputs are patched across to fader
inputs. The mix output patches across to
the mix bst (boost) input.

INPUTS

INPUTS

INPUTS
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INPUTS

MIX BSTR IN

AM16

BOOST OUT

LINE

MIC

INPUTS

INPUTS
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AM16

3x1 Echo Mixer

To Echo Rtn input on
5x1 mixer

PWR
Live Chamber

Echo Mixer Detail
The inputs to the 3x1 mixer come from sources
that need echo (reverb) send.
The output of the 3x1 mixer patches across to a
power amp that patches across to a speaker
located in the live chamber.
A microphone in the live chamber goes to a mic
preamp block, brought to line level, and then
patched to the echo return input on one of the
5x1 mixers.

Echo Echo Echo

spkr

mic

¼” TRS

TT
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“TEST” jacks

PWR

PWR

VU

To Control Room

To Studio

MASTER FADER
NOTE: each output of the fader has 5 paralleled
jacks

Output Select
Studio / Control room monitor switching
1 of 4

Mon
level

VU Meter
1 of 5

Input
Select

PANPOT

Variable LP Filter
1 of 2

1 of 2

EQ252 Graphic EQ

Variable HP Filter
1 of 2

1 of 3

EQ251 Program EQ

BOOST OUT

There are 3 EQ booster amplifiers.
Eqs can be cascaded. Use the rotary attenuators to
compensate for the varying insertion loss.

There are 3 program EQ, 2 graphic EQ, 2 highpass
filters and 2 lowpass filters. Patching as shown.

EQUALIZER BLOCK

EQ BSTR

AM16

AM-16 19-21
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